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Abstract

A global sensitivity analysis is led on catenary parameters such as dropper lengths,
height of the messenger wire at masts and mechanical tensions in the wires thanks to
the Sobol indices. All parameters are defined using experimental measurements. A
set of geometric and dynamic criteria is selected as output and the contribution of the
input parameters to the output variability is quantified. It is shown that the dynamic
interaction is mainly sensitive to the mechanical tensions in contact and messenger
wires whereas existing geometric criteria are mainly dependent on height of messen-
ger wire at masts. Moreover, selected geometric criteria available using geometry
measurements are hardly correlated with dynamic criteria.

Keywords: pantograph-catenary, maintenance policy, global sensitivity analysis, Sobol
indices.

1 Introduction

Development of numerical models is a main focus of current research in pantograph-
catenary interaction. As shown in the benchmark led by S. Bruni [1], software mod-
elling this interaction are becoming very accurate for a deterministic case. Simultane-
ously, improvements in simulation speeds and parallel computations make the use of
parametric or statistical studies possible.

Thanks to the quick expansion of computation capacity, studies recently moved to
optimisation or sensitivity analysis of pantograph [2, 3], catenary [4] or both [5, 6].
But none of them addressed the variability as an irreducible component. An impor-
tant trend of studies performed at SNCF is to introduce this variability into the input
parameters of the model. A previous work [7] showed that the variability of geometry
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of the catenary is one of the most critical ones. Furthermore, maintenance policy al-
lows variation of the contact wire height inside tolerance margins through two criteria.
Although these criteria exist to prevent deterioration of current collection quality as
well as for security check, these might not be appropriate to ensure a good current
collection quality.

This paper proposes to lead a global sensitivity analysis on catenary parameters in
order to compare their influence on geometric and dynamic criteria. Several new ge-
ometry criteria are introduced in order to find which are better correlated with dynamic
criteria.

First, the choice of statistic distributions of selected input parameters is explained.
Next, the list of output criteria chosen is detailed. Then, the method of Sobol analysis
is developed for our case and finally results are shown.

2 Identified input parameters

2.1 Description of input variability

Mast

Messenger wire

Contact wire

Droppers

Registration arm

Bracket

Steady arm

Pantograph axisSpan

Figure 1: Components of a catenary

The catenary system used for the study is a french type catenary V350. The different
components are detailed in figure 1. The finite element (FE) model used for dynamic
computation is composed of bars, beams, masses and non-linear elements for drop-
pers. The masts, brackets and registration arms are not modelled. The messenger wire
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and the end of steady arms are thus directly fixed.
Figure 2 shows the FE model on the left and a drawing of one span on the right,

highlighting the different parameters of the catenary which may influence the static
sag of the contact wire. A previous study [8] aimed at determining the variability of
each of these parameters. Table 1 summarizes the standard deviations σ chosen for
each parameters except ∆Hmast (left and right) which will be discussed later. For
the sake of simplicity, all parameter distributions are Gaussian and have their nominal
values as mean value.

Parameters like the length or angle of the steady arm have been studied separately
and do not seem to impact either geometry or dynamic response for consistent varia-
tions.
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Figure 2: Catenary FE model (left) and components of one span (right)

No information is available about variability of the contact wire tension TCW . Nev-
ertheless, its impact on dynamic interaction is well known. That is why the assumption
that its variability is the same as the one of TMW , namely, a Gaussian variation with a
standard deviation of 1000N , is made.

The last parameter introduced here is the heigh of the messenger wire at mast,
HMW,Mast. The distribution of HMW,Mast is defined from measurements of the
contact wire height at mast, HCW,Mast. The mean value mean(HMW,Mast) will be
chosen equal to mean(HCW,Mast) + ∆HMast, with ∆HMast, the nominal distance
between the contact and messenger wires at masts, which might be different between
spans. In the general case, ∆HMast = 1.40m. The first assumption is thus that the
variations of HMW,Mast are approximately the same as those of HCW,Mast.

The second assumption is that HMW,Mast is a Gaussian random vector of size
nmast, the number of masts in the model, mean mX and covariance CX .

mX = E(HMW,Mast) (1)

CX = E
{

(HMW,Mast −mX)(HMW,Mast −mX)T
}

(2)
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This assumption is consistent with the maximum entropy principle [9] (see [10] for
examples) applied to a random vector HMW,Mast on which the only available infor-
mation are the mean value, mX and the covariance matrix CX .

If a singular value decomposition is applied to CX ,

CX = U · λ · U ′, (3)

HMW,Mast can be written [11] as a product of the root matrix R defined by

R = U · λ1/2 · U ′, (4)

and a normalized independent, identically distributed Gaussian vector W of size
nmast,

HMW,Mast = R ·W . (5)

The covariance matrix CX , of size nmast ∗ nmast has to be defined from measure-
ments. In that case, nmast = 24 and the number of measurements of HCW,Mast at
nmast consecutive masts is of 695. It seems large enough but CX is variable when
changing the size nmast and covariance between spans separated of a fixed distance
can change drastically. Two observations are made to solve this issue.

First, the section 2.2 shows that a modified span dynamic influence is negligible
three spans further away. The covariance matrix is thus simplified by setting to zero
covariances between HMW,Mast at masts separated of three spans or more. This
means that even if HMW,Mast at one mast is strongly dependent to HMW,Mast three
masts after or before, this covariance is not taken into account.

The second observation is that the function CX can be approximated to a stationary
estimator as explained by Perrin [12]. In practice, this means that inside a section, the
covariance between two consecutive HMW,Mast are not dependent to their position
in the section. The diagonal and super-diagonals of CX are thus constant values and
the matrix has the form

CX =



a b c 0 · · ·
b a b c

. . .

c b
. . . . . . . . .

0 c
. . . . . . . . .

... . . . . . . . . . . . .


(6)

Finally, an experimental set of 2052 measurements collected by an optical system
on the line called LN1 between the cities of Paris and Lyon lead the a, b and c coeffi-
cients:

a = 3.88e−4 b = 3.23e−4 c = 3.06e−4 (7)
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In the previous study [8], the distance between contact wire and messenger wire at
masts ∆Hmast was fixed, which is not the case in the full catenary model where this
value is not defined and depends on other parameters. It appears that leaving ∆Hmast

to its nominal value and letting every other parameters vary leads to a standard devia-
tion of ∆Hmast of 8mmwhich is approximately the same variability found previously.
This parameter can thus be removed from the list of input parameters. Finally, all the
input parameters variabilities can be summarized in the table 1.

Table 1: Input parameters variability

Parameter TMW TCW Ldrop HMW,Mast

Distribution Gaussian Gaussian Gaussian Multivariate Gaussian
σ 1000N 1000N 7mm matrix CX

2.2 Impact of MW height at masts on dynamic interaction

In order to study the dynamic influence of the messenger height on the interaction
behaviour a few masts after, simulations have been carried out. A track of the French
high speed overhead contact line, named V350 STI , with nominal geometry has been
modelled. Besides, considering the same model, changes were applied so that heights
of messenger wire at three consecutive supports are different from the nominal one.
New values have been taken from an empiric observation. Simulations have been
carried out at a speed of 320 kph with two 200 m spaced pantographs. In order to take
into account span length influence on the dynamic results, different studies have been
performed considering different span lengths (45m up to 63m).

Dynamic behaviour of the catenary-pantographs interaction has been compared be-
tween the nominal catenary and modified catenaries. In order to quantify the differ-
ence of the dynamic behaviour between these catenaries, the absolute value of the
difference has been assessed along the section.

In the case of a section composed of 63 meter long spans, the three modified sup-
ports are located between the position x = 2600m and x = 2800m and are indicated
by bold vertical dotted lines in figure 3. Hereafter, these figures show the evolution of
contact force of both leading and trailing pantographs on the nominal catenary and a
modified one with these specific characteristics:

Zx=2631m = Znominal + 9cm (8)
Zx=2694m = Znominal + 0cm (9)
Zx=2757m = Znominal − 9cm (10)
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Figure 3: Contact force of leading (left) and trailing (right) pantographs for a nominal
catenary (blue) and a catenary with three consecutive modification of HMW,Mast

Visually, contact force of leading pantograph is modified between the supports
changed and a bit further. Regarding trailing pantograph, the phenomenon is the same.
Magnitude of the phenomenon seems to be higher than for the first pantograph.
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Figure 4: Absolute difference of contact force between the nominal and the modified
catenary averaged over several simulations

Thousands of simulations have been carried out changing HMW,Mast arbitrary in
a grid of ±15cm. The average of the absolute value of the difference was computed
in order to smooth local particular phenomena. Figure 4 shows the result for both
pantographs.

As written previously, the influence of a few consecutive tweaked supports on the
contact force is mainly and logically located between the changed supports. Over the
previous span, the absolute difference increases. Similarly, this value decreases over
the following spans. Finally, visually and mathematically, the influence of the vertical
position of a support on the dynamic behaviour of the contact force is mainly located
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between the tweaked supports plus the four surrounding spans (two before and two
after) and vanishes with distance.

3 Selected criteria

Two types of criteria are defined: the geometric and dynamic ones. Geometry criteria
are deduced from the contact wire height and supposed to be measurable using existing
vehicles. The basic objectives that are used in maintenance policy are limits of contact
wire height HCW and limits of slope between two consecutive masts (i.e. along a
span), ∆HCW,Span [13]. Dynamic criteria are used to qualify the current collection
quality. Only one mechanical criterion is commonly used for certification [14], namely
the coefficient of variation of the 20Hz-filtered contact force which is defined as its
standard deviation divided by its mean, (σ/Fm)20Hz. In addition, the uplift at steady
arms Uplift is also controlled for security purposes.

While (σ/Fm)20Hz is a scalar value for a given simulation, HCW and ∆HCW,Span

are vectors. As only scalars are possible for Sobol analysis, these dimensions are con-
verted to scalars, taking for example their maxima or their standard deviation. Thus,
HCW is observed as max(HCW ) and σ(HCW ) which could give different informa-
tion. For a correspondence with maintenance guidelines, threshold overruns are also
observed as criteria, which will be denoted, for example with the contact wire height,
HCW > 5.12m.

In addition to these classical dimensions, several other that are believed to be rele-
vant [4] are introduced. Following dimensions are thus observed:

• the difference of span slope at one mast: ∆2HCW,Span

• the sag inside a span: Sag

• the slope between the steady arm and the first dropper and between the last
dropper of a span and the steady arm: ∆HCW,Drop

• the difference of dropper slope at mast: ∆2HCW,Drop,Mast

• the difference of dropper slope at droppers before and after masts:
∆2HCW,Drop,Drop

• Electrical ”Non-Quality” criterion used in France [14] adapted to a mechanical
criterion by setting a threshold of 40N under which electrical arcs are supposed
to exist NQ. An arc is taken into account if its time is longer than 5ms.

• Moving σ/Fm, the coefficient of variation of the contact force computed over
50m along the catenary. It has been shown in [7] that the common criterion
σ/Fm might be too smoothed when averaged over the whole catenary. This new
criterion is thus a mix between local and global criteria.
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Finally, all dynamic criteria are also computed for a 70Hz-filtered contact force as it
is assumed that a significant amount of information is lost if 20Hz-filtered. OSCAR,
the simulation tool used here, is only validated until 20Hz by the standards [15] but
results are reliable until the frequency of the first bending mode of the pantograph’s
bow, which is 100Hz here. Table 2 summarizes all the selected criteria.

4 Method

Global sensitivity analysis using Sobol indices is based on the decomposition of the
variance . The model is viewed as a black-box represented as a function Y = f(X)
where X is the input random vector, X = (TMW , TCW ,Ldrop,HMW,Mast) and Y
an univariate output. Sobol indices are computed separately for each criteria defined
in section 3.

First order Sobol indices S1,i and total-effect indices ST,i are defined by [16, 17]

S1,i =
V arXi

(EX,∼i(Y |Xi))

V ar(Y )
, (11)

ST,i =
EXi

(V arX,∼i(Y |Xi))

V ar(Y )
, (12)

where V ar is the variance function, E the expectation and X∼i indicates the set of all
input variables except Xi.

These indices cannot be directly computed but estimators exist to approximate
them. Several estimators have been developed mainly by Sobol [16] and Jansen [18].
A comparison of two first order indices has been conducted by Janon [19] which led
to the choice of Janon’s estimator; the comparison for total effect indices is made by
Satelli [20] which led to the choice of Jansen’s estimator. They are defined as

S1,i =

1
N

∑N
j=1 f(B)jf(A

(i)
B )j −

(
1
N

∑N
j=1

f(B)j+f(A
(i)
B )j

2

)2

1
N

∑N
j=1

f(B)2j+f(A
(i)
B )2j

2
−
(

1
N

∑N
j=1

f(B)j+f(A
(i)
B )j

2

)2 , (13)

ST,i =
1
2N

∑N
j=1(f(A)j − f(A

(i)
B )j)

2

1
N

∑N
j=1 f(A)2j −

(
1
N

∑N
j=1 f(A)j

)2 . (14)

where B and A are two samples of the same random vector X of size N and A(i)
B is

the sample A with the ith component taken from sample B.
The main condition to apply the method is to have independent inputs, which is not

the case for the different heights HMW,Mast. In that case, the solution of grouping
correlated inputs together as proposed by Jacques [21], works well. Moreover, it is
more interesting to have the impact of the size HMW,Mast in general than for each
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span separately. This is also the case of all dropper lengths Ldrop, which are thus also
grouped. Besides, reducing the number of group of inputs increases the convergence
speed.

The sampling strategy chosen is the simple Monte-Carlo sampling. The conver-
gence of the indicator can thus be well defined thanks to the bootstrap method de-
scribed by Archer [22] or Yang [23]. The principle is to generate a sample of size N
with replacement of the set of output, which is also of size N . The Sobol indices can
thus be computed from this sub-sample. Repeating the processB = 1000 times allows
to define 95% confidence intervals from these B values of Sobol indices. Gradually
increasing N leads to the graph of convergence displayed in figure 5. The computation
has been stopped atN = 1000, which means 6000 dynamic simulations, after 3 weeks
of computation.

N
200 400 600 800 1000

T
M

W

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

St (</Fm)70Hz

Figure 5: Convergence of the total Sobol indice of the parameter TMW on the criterion
(σ/Fm)70Hz

5 Results

Figure 6 shows the first order and total Sobol indices of (Moving σ/Fm)70Hz in a pie
chart. To be able to know if the variation of the criterion is negligible, the mean value
and standard deviation of the criterion are given. The sum of all first order indices
hardly reaches more than a half for dynamic criteria, which means that a significant
part of the criteria variation is due to combined effect of several input parameters. This
result justifies entirely the use of a global sensitivity analysis instead of a local one.
The most interesting part for maintenance application is thus the total effect Sobol
indices.
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Figure 6: Sobol first order (left) and total (right) indices for (Moving σ/Fm)70Hz

Figure 7 compares total effect indices for max(∆2HCW,Span) and ∆HCW,Span >
2cm. In both cases, HMW,Mast has the main impact and the only other non-negligible
parameter is Ldrop. Results are similar and information graphically given by these
criteria can be redundant. The same conclusions are made when comparing them with
std(∆2HCW,Span). It is thus not necessary to display all of them and only max will
be shown.

St Δ HCW, Span>2cm

mean=0.14, std=0.07

TMWTCW

Ldrop

HMW,Mast

St max(Δ HCW, Span)

mean=3.34, std=0.96

TMWTCW

Ldrop

HMW,Mast

Figure 7: Sobol total indices for ∆HCW,Span > 2cm (left) and max(∆2HCW,Span)
(right)

Figure 8 shows three geometry criteria. The first, max(∆2HCW,Drop,Drop) which
concerns local variations is twice as sensitive to Ldrop as TCW and HMW,Mast.
The second, max(∆2HCW,Span) which concern variations at the scale of the span,
is mainly sensitive to HMW,Mast. The third, max(Sag) was introduced because it is
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known to be strongly impacted by variations of TMW , which is confirmed by these re-
sults. Consequently, a combination of these criteria might well represent the variations
of all input parameters except TCW .

St max(Δ 2 HCW, Drop, Drop)

mean=0.39, std=0.02

TMW

TCW

Ldrop

HMW,Mast

St max(Δ 2 HCW, Span)

mean=5.00, std=1.50

TMW
TCW

Ldrop

HMW,Mast

St max(Sag)

mean=7.24e-03, std=1.96e-03

TMW

TCW

Ldrop
HMW,Mast

Figure 8: Sobol total indices for 3 geometry criteria

Figure 9 shows the resulting total Sobol indices for two different filtering frequen-
cies of the contact force. The variations of the criterion NQ are higher for 70Hz
filtering than for a 20Hz filtering. This observation is the same for all dynamic cri-
teria and shows that the energy of the contact force between 20Hz and 50Hz is non
negligible. To be more sensitive to input parameters, the higher frequency will be
kept.

St (NQ)20Hz
mean=0.98, std=0.64

TMW

TCW

Ldrop

HMW,Mast

St (NQ)70Hz
mean=2.80, std=0.87

TMW

TCW

Ldrop

HMW,Mast

Figure 9: Sobol total indices for a dynamic criterion based on 20Hz (left) and 70Hz
(right) filtered contact force

Figure 10 shows two dynamic criteria. The first, (σ/Fm)70Hz, is global since it is
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the average coefficient of variation of contact force along the whole section. TCW is
clearly the dominant parameter for more than the half and TMW and Ldrop share the
rest. The second criterion, (Fmin)70Hz, is local since the minimum value happen only
in one particular point. In that case, the sensitivity is equally divided between TCW ,
TMW and Ldrop. In any case, HMW,Mast do not represent a significant part of the
source of variability of dynamic criteria.

St (σ/Fm)70Hz
mean=0.24, std=0.01

TMW

TCW

Ldrop

HMW,Mast

St (Fmin)70Hz
mean=29.16N, std=19.40N

TMW

TCW

Ldrop

HMW,Mast

Figure 10: Sobol total indices for 2 dynamic criteria

All these results show that the correlation between geometric and dynamic criteria
is light, since none of geometry criteria is mainly sensitive to TCW , which has a high
impact on dynamic criteria. Nevertheless, a non-negligible part of dynamic criteria
variation is induced by TMW and Ldrop, approximately two third for local dynamic
criteria.

6 Conclusions

All the variabilities of the catenary have been quantified and taken into account. The
global sensitivity analysis was necessary because the combined effects of different
parameters are non negligible. The study has shown that existing geometric criteria
are poorly linked with the dynamic behaviour of the pantograph-catenary system. For
maintenance, Ldrop is not a parameter to control because the existing variations are
not supposed to change in time. It is thus a design problem. The only parameter that
is possible to observe from geometry measurement is thus TMW , which is strongly
correlated with the Sag as shown in figure 11.

The only way to link maintenance policy with current collection quality is thus
to define dynamic criteria. But if an issue in one dynamic criterion is observed, the
correction to carry on is not an evidence. For example, if the global dynamic criterion
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Figure 11: max(Sag) against the messenger wire tension for the 6000 simulations

like (σ/Fm)70Hz is observed against different input parameters as shown in figure 12,
it is clear that (σ/Fm)70Hz depends lightly on TCW and TMW but a strong correlation
can be observed with the combination TCW +TMW . The combined effect of TCW and
TMW is indeed not clearly understood and needs further studies.
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Annexe

Table 2: Geometric and Dynamic criteria

max(HCW ) maximum of contact wire height
max(∆HCW,Span) maximum of slope in a span
max(∆2HCW,Span) maximum of difference of span slope at a mast

max(Sag) maximum sag in a span
max(∆HCW,Drop) maximum of slope between the steady arm and the first

dropper and between the last dropper of a span and the
steady arm

max(∆2HCW,Drop,Mast) maximum of difference of dropper slope at mast
max(∆2HCW,Drop,Drop) maximum of difference of dropper slope at droppers be-

fore and after masts
σ(HCW ) standard deviation of contact wire height

σ(∆HCW,Span) standard deviation of slope in a span
σ(∆2HCW,Span) standard deviation of difference of span slope at a mast

σ(Sag) standard deviation of sag in a span
σ(∆HCW,Drop) standard deviation of slope between the steady arm and

the first dropper and between the last dropper of a span
and the steady arm

σ(∆2HCW,Drop,Mast) standard deviation of difference of dropper slope at mast
σ(∆2HCW,Drop,Drop) standard deviation of difference of dropper slope at

droppers before and after masts
HCW > 5.12m Proportion of contact wire height over 5.12cm

∆HCW,Span > 2cm Proportion of slope in a span over 2cm
∆2HCW,Span > 4cm Proportion of difference of span slope at a mast over

4cm
Sag > 0.6mm/m Proportion of sag in a span over 0.6mm/m

∆HCW,Drop > 0.2cm Proportion of slope between the steady arm and the first
dropper and between the last dropper of a span and the
steady arm over 0.2cm

∆2HCW,Drop,Mast > 0.2 Proportion of difference of dropper slope at mast over
0.2cm
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∆2HCW,Drop,Drop > 0.2 Proportion of of difference of dropper slope at droppers
before and after masts over 0.2cm

(Fmin)20Hz minimum 20Hz-filtered contact force
(Fmax)20Hz maximum 20Hz-filtered contact force
(σ/Fm)20Hz coefficient of variation of 20Hz-filtered contact force

Moving (σ/Fm)20Hz maximum of coefficient of variation of 20Hz-filtered
contact force computed over 50m along the catenary

(NQ)20Hz proportion of time during which 20Hz-filtered contact
force is under 40N , if the period is longer than 5ms

(Fmin)70Hz minimum 70Hz-filtered contact force
(Fmax)70Hz maximum 70Hz-filtered contact force
(σ/Fm)70Hz coefficient of variation of 70Hz-filtered contact force

Moving (σ/Fm)70Hz maximum of coefficient of variation of 70Hz-filtered
contact force computed over 50m along the catenary

(NQ)70Hz proportion of time during which 70Hz-filtered contact
force is under 40N , if the period is longer than 5ms

max(Uplift) maximum uplift at steady arm
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